Manufacturing traceability automation using features and nc-functions.
1. Introduction

1.1. New Information Requirements for Collaborative Manufacturing Environments: Traceability

Manufacturing traceability can be defined as a set of practices to make available in the future all essential information about (Simchi-Levi et al. 2003) how a product has been manufactured. The objective of manufacturing traceability is to provide the necessary knowledge about the manufacturing process and set up mechanisms to react against defects or wrong behaviours shown in final products, but originating during the manufacturing phase (Cheng and Simmons 1994, ECR 2004, ISO 2000).

Rapid advances in information technologies are causing companies to adopt new manufacturing models that integrate CAD (computer aided design), CAM (computer aided manufacturing) and CNC (computerized numerical controllers) models into collaborative environments (Suh et al. 2002). In this paper we show how manufacturing traceability processes can be implemented within these environments using the STEP standards (ISO 10303-1 1994). We show how these standards can be extended to enable the integration of real-time shop information, and collect manufacturing data in real-time.

1.2. Traceability Integration and Automation in CAD/CAM/CNC chains

Research in collaborative CAD/CAM/CNC has traditionally focused on finding solutions for CAD/CAM and CNC data exchange and integration (Xu and He 2004). The issues addressed include the inability to interrelate product data, disconnected product information, visibility across the supply chain, interoperability, quality of data and data integrity.

As CAD/CAM/CNC manufacturing systems and processes are becoming increasingly complex, better information gathering and analysis techniques are needed to enable the future development of intelligent manufacturing systems. Requirements for these systems include process monitoring and manufacturing traceability. The first is necessary to supply data to develop dynamic and global optimization tools and methodologies. The second is necessary to support off-line quality control, long-term manufacturing data storage, etc.

The main problem for upstream integration of shop-floor data has been to couple machine and process observations with actual executed machining workingsteps, (Brecher et al., 2006). STEP-NC, provides higher information to the CNC, making shop-floor data more practical because it can be explained using the high-level concepts in the new language. The approaches for process data feed back in STEP-NC that have been described in the literature include descriptions of extended STEP data models for shop-floor data representation (Garrido and Hardwick 2006, Wosnik et al. 2006), and proposals for implementing data acquisition systems with embedded STEP-NC information (Fichtner et al. 2006).

This paper describes a proposal to integrate and automate manufacturing traceability (information requirements and processes) in a STEP-enabled manufacturing
environment. A feature-based approach is used to integrate traceability information with other CAD product and CAM process information. The paper shows how the feature-based approach enables downstream to upstream traceability automation. The proposal takes advantage of the new STEP-NC programming language to map CAD/CAM level traceability information requirements into directly interpretable machining tasks. The paper shows how the new approach simplifies traceability integration in emerging DABA (design anywhere build anywhere) manufacturing systems (Chen et al. 2003, Li et al. 2005).

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the STEP-Manufacturing environments and STEP-NC. Section 3 describes the proposed traceability information model. Section 4 presents a prototype implementation based on this model. Finally, Section 5 contains our conclusions and proposals for future work.

2. **STEP standard and STEP-Enable Manufacturing Environments**

2.1. **STEP Manufacturing Environments: STEP-NC**

STEP (ISO 10303: STandard for the Exchange of Product model data) is widely used as a technology for the file-transfer of design data. For example AP-203 (application protocol) is used to exchange design data among CAD systems and between CAD and CAM systems (ISO 10303-203 1994). New advances in CAD/CAM/CNC collaborative systems are promoting the development of new APs to support PDM (product data management) technologies, real-time communication and collaboration during different phases of product development.

AP product data is organized into UoF (units of functionality), covering specific information requirements for different activities. When these information requirements span several product development stages, they can be harmonized by developing a common UoF data model that is included in several AP’s. An example is the feature UoF (shape design and process features) used by the “SMS” APs (the STEP Manufacturing Suite of application protocols)(OMAC 2005).

Figure 1 shows a manufacturing scenario for mechanical parts and assemblies based on design features using the SMS APs. In this case, the “STEP in, STEP out, STEP throughout” data flow from design to manufacturing allows a direct exchange and a better information connection between CAD/CAM and NC systems.

The “primary data” workflow for Figure 1 is as follows:

- In the design phase, the product is specified using the AP-203 Ed2 product model that includes geometric and tolerance data. AP-203 also includes basic PDM data so it is suitable for CAD data exchange. However it does not include the feature information needed for CAM level planning of the product machining.
- In the detailing phase, the AP-203 information is processed by a detailing system and converted to AP-224 (ISO 10303-224 2001) data containing the original AP-203 geometric information and new information describing the features that need to be machined and their associated tolerances.
• In the process planning phase, macro process planning information about facilities, numerical controls available, and the distribution of work to each manufacturing node is added to the AP-224 information to create AP-240 (ISO 10303-240 2005) planning information.

• In the manufacturing phase, shop-floor or micro process planning data for programming CNC controllers is added to the AP-224/240 information to create STEP-NC AP-238 (ISO 10303-238 2007) feature machining information.

Features are the kernel technology of CAD/CAM integration (Wang and Zhang 2002) and they are the common denominator between all the APs (except AP-203) in the Figure 1 environment.

2.2. Into STEP-NC executable structure

STEP-NC (ISO 14649, ISO 10303-238) is a high level programming, with a richer interface than ISO 6983 (ISO 6983-1 1982, Xu 2006, Xu and Newman 2006), and an object oriented data model, for transferring information between CAD/CAM programming systems and computerised numerical controllers (CNC). It allows a programmer to describe not only “how to make” the piece, but also “what to make”, by incorporating feature-based product knowledge right into the CNC controller programs, as part of the information requirements available for NC programming.

The STEP-NC AP-238 information requirements are organized into UoFs covering geometric information (workpiece, geometric tolerances, tool path, manufacturing features…), control structures for the program execution (executable), technological information (process data for milling, tools for milling…) and data management. AP-238 programs can be described as a set of complex and structured tasks (workingsteps) to machine the features of a workpiece. The “executable” UoF specifies the information requirements to describe the control flow of the machining program, as well as some non-machining actions that may be performed by NCs. Its base entity is the “executable” entity from which other executables objects describing actions that can be started or completed on a machine are derived. These derived entities can be classified into three types of objects:

1. **Workingsteps** describe manufacturing or handling operations which involve axis interpolation. They must be performed over a workpiece and they are the essential building blocks for NC programs.

2. **NC functions** describe switching operations or other non-interpolating machine functionality such as turning the coolant on.

3. **Program structures** are used to build logical blocks for programming the manufacturing operations. These program structures have the authority over the actual manufacturing sequence. The most important is the workplan, which combines several workingsteps, NC functions and other (nested) workplans into a sequential order.

Figure 2 shows an EXPRES-G diagram for the STEP-NC executable. As shown there are several types of program structures for arranging different types of manufacturing sequences. The diagram also lists the nc_functions included in the first edition of STEP-NC.
3. STEP-NC: Traceability activities automation: nc_functions

3.1. New Information requirements in STEP-enable manufacturing scenarios: Feature-based Traceability Processes

Taking advantage of the feature-based harmonized STEP data flow from Figure 1, this paper addresses the integration and automation of manufacturing traceability information and processes in a CAD/CAM/CNC supply chain. Figure 3 identifies – in a high-level AAM (application activity model) - the main manufacturing traceability tasks - configuration, data collection and data reporting.

The implementation of these activities results in an “extended data workflow” characterized by a bidirectional data flow between CAD/CAM enterprise level systems and shop-floor level CNC systems. Through the downstream data flow, traceability configuration requirements are communicated from qualified data sources to the shop-floor (steps 2 and 3 in Figure 4). These requirements are interpreted on the shop-floor and result in automated data collection (step 4 in Figure 4). The data can then be communicated back by following an inverse upstream data path to the configuration levels (step 5 in Figure 4).

In the proposed feature-based traceability approach shown in Figure 4, traceability configuration data (information requirements) are linked to shape features during the CAD/CAM design phase. Feature data is processed by CAM systems to create feature-based process data. Traceability configuration information requirements are specified at the CAM level to create workingstep-based traceability tasks to be done during the CNC machining. The knowledge about product data features made available to the CNC is the key to this approach. Feature or workingstep based data collected during the machining phase is communicated back to the CAM/CAD systems to do data management or other advanced closed loop tasks.

3.2. STEP-compliant Traceability NC_functions

Traceability automation is achieved by translating feature-based traceability requirements into workingstep-based traceability tasks or operations. The proposed method to do this in AP-238 programs is to parameterize these traceability tasks as new AP-238 “nc_function” entities.

As explained in Section 2.2, AP-238 nc_functions are machining operations completed by the NC-controller but which do not imply machine axis movements. Figure 5 shows how the proposed traceability nc_functions are incorporated into the STEP-NC model. As will be shown in Section 4.1, adding the appropriate nc_function in the AP-238 executable structure before (start an action) and after the corresponding workingsteps (to stop the corresponding action) makes possible the implementation of feature-based traceability tasks.

The new nc_functions have been divided into three groups according to how they interact with the rest of the machining program.
The functions in the first group are used to get single values (non concurrent data collection). As shown in the left part of Figure 6 these functions have been modelled to be blocking or modal functions. They are inserted in the NC program, and they are executed as part of the machining NC program execution flow. The machining program does not continue to perform the next action (executable element) until a value has been returned and stored in the corresponding nc_variable. These values can be tested at run time or by an application that reads them after run time. Figure 7 is the EXPRESS-G specification for all traceability nc_functions, and Group I functions are in the left part of the figure.

Group II functions define traceability actions that must be performed by the controller concurrently with other CNC machining operations (Figure 6 centre). Group II functions are divided into pairs of start and stop process functions. When a start function is found by the NC Controller, it activates the corresponding concurrent data monitoring process. This process remains active until the counterpart stop function is found in the program.

Group II functions monitor the execution of tool paths and allow an application to check things afterwards. Therefore, they only apply to actions that have a tool path. These functions puts their results into a data structure compatible with the bounded curve of a tool path so they can be analyzed off-line by an application that will read the bounded curve sensor data and make comparisons with the corresponding tool path. This data structure is the results_data entity in Figure 7. It has two attributes: “measured_for” which is a link to the measured tool path and “measured_results” is a bounded_curve.

In order to relate the data, the results bounded curve is required to have the same parametrization as the tool path curve, meaning they must start and stop their composite curve segments at the same points. The type of the curve segments does not have to be the same. For example, if the path segment is an arc, the measured_results can be a one dimensional polyline segment with the end point storing the as-measured maximum deviation of the monitored variable as the cutting tool moves along the arc.

Group III functions are the same as Group II but with the extended ability to perform actions if a threshold is crossed (right part in Figure 6). The purpose is to be able to react to “in-process” collected data values. These actions are specified in the its_action attribute, which is a workplan type. Each one of the functions in the right part of Figure 7 may behave as Group II or Group III. If a workplan and a threshold value are specified, then the Group II function becomes a Group III. Finally, to support Group III functions, a set_alarm function is defined to enrich the range of actions that can be taken.

Table 1 describes the proposed nc_functions in more detail and Section 4 describes how these functions have been implemented and tested.

4. Implementation Testing

The application scenario shown in Figure 4 (section 3) has been implemented to demonstrate and validate the proposed AP-238 nc_functions. CAT (Computer Aided Traceability) tools have been developed based on the STEP Tools STEP-NC dll
explorer, to perform the data configuration, machining simulation and analysis of the collected data.

A STEP-NC native CNC simulator and a tool path explorer has been coded in C++ under MS Visual Studio 2005, using ROSE STEP C++ libraries provided by STEP Tools ST-Developer v 11.0 (STEP Tools 2007), Open Cascade graphic libraries (Open CASCADE 2004) and MS XML API. The System prototypes have been tested with the OS of Windows XP and .NET.

The simulator also includes a post-processor module to translate some of the proposed STEP-NC nc_functions into proprietary Siemens Sinumerik 840d code, enabling the test of these data collection tasks in G & M based CNC controllers.

4.1. Setting up information requirements: traceability and monitoring configuration

As described in Section 3, traceability configuration is the first task to address. Configuration means mapping data collection requirements into machine understandable information specifying which data must be collected during shop-floor machining (semantic data scope), and indicating when to start and finish collecting the data (temporal data scope). Both objectives are covered for STEP CNC machining environments with the proposed nc_function approach.

Figure 8 describes the activity-based architecture of the implemented application configuration module. This module allows the user to select the information requirements to be set over different features, workingsteps or even tool paths, and integrates these information requirements by translating them into the proper nc_functions to generate a “traceability extended” AP-238 file ready to be interpreted by the shop-floor NC machines. This module has two main parts: the “Data Mapper” and the “Function Parser”.

The “Data Mapper” (A11 in Figure 8) extracts the essential data for the configuration application. It reads the AP-238 executable structure and tool path geometry to make a feature-based tree view of the workpiece, creating child nodes for the workingsteps, operations and associated tool paths. Figure 9 shows how the application processes the NAS 979 part data (widely used as a STEP-NC test piece). In this case, the workpiece is described as a freeform feature to be machined, so the sequence of workingsteps for this feature is shown. In the demonstration example, workingstep execution time, and maximum path deviation positions for the composite curve tool path 3 (AP-238 entity #3066 in Figure 9) of the second workpiece workingstep (AP-238 entity #10794 in Figure 9) are configured as requirements to be monitored.

After selecting the traceability requirements, the “AP-238 Configuration” (A12 in Figure 8) module is ready to translate the selected user requirements into AP-238 compliant traceability nc_functions. This implies not only inserting Group I or Group II functions and data placeholders at the right places in the executable structure but also, as shown in Figure 10, splitting a workingstep into several workingsteps to allow specific tool path monitoring.
In Figure 10, the left tree corresponds to the un-parsed AP-238 executable structure, and the right tree represents the parsed AP-238 executable structure, where two get_time (AP-238 entities #20000 and #50000 in Figure 10) functions have been inserted to measure the total workingstep time. This workingstep has also been split in three parts to allow the insertion of the corresponding Group II start (AP-238 entity #30000 in Figure 10) and stop monitoring (AP-238 entity #40000 in Figure 10) functions before and after the selected tool path execution.

4.2. Data collection: traceability execution

At the shop floor, a CNC simulation module (Figure 11), reads the extended AP-238 file to simulate the execution of the machining program in traceability mode.

The A21 module interprets the extended AP-238 file, but in order to implement the proposed traceability nc_functions (ARM model of Section 3, Figure 7) it is necessary to map the ARM model into and AIM model using STEP generic resources. Each nc_function is mapped into the “machining_nc_function” type, a special subtype of the “machining_process_executable” following the model used for AP-238 nc_functions. Specific nc_functions are identified for the application by reading its “description” constrained string attribute. For example, a string value of “load_tool” identifies the nc_function as the load_tool function.

For Group I nc_functions, the returned value has been modelled using the nc_variable type, as shown in the sample code below (XML part 28), for one of the get_time nc_functions configured in previous section.

```xml
<!-- ***********************************************
* Application object: GET_TIME (id20000)
* ITS_TIME: id20001, id20002, id20003, id20004, id20005, ['GET TIME']-->
</Definition>
</Action_property>

<Representation id="id20003" Name="" Items="id20005" Context_of_items="id1000"/>

<!-- ***********************************************
* Application object: REAL_VARIABLE (id20005)
* ITS_NAME: id20005, ['Start Time']
* INITIAL_VALUE: id20005, id20006, id20007, [null]
*-->
</exp:complexEntity id="id20005" entities="expression_representation_item real_numeric_variable">
```
The A22 module drives the machining simulation shown in Figure 12. The A23 module is an interpolation module, which simulates the CNC tool path interpolation. These data are used by the A24 module to display the machining simulation and also by the A25 module, responsible for the traceability process.

The A25 module implements the NC functions using CNC dependant algorithms. For Group II and III functions this requires setting a number of control points over each parameterized segment of the tool path trajectory.

In the example, when the “start monitoring maximum deviation positions along tool path” nc_function is executed, the monitoring module creates control points for reading the actual tool position (machine encoder positions from module A23) so that it can estimate the tool path deviation (dashed line in Figure 13). The algorithm used calculates the projection \( p_i \) (points marked with stars in Figure 13) of the measured position \( q_i \) (points marked with circles in Figure 13) along the parametrized trajectory and computes a deviation value using the formula (1) shown below.

\[
\varepsilon_i = p_i \cdot T_{CM}^{ref} - q_i \cdot T_{CNC}^{ref} \quad i = 1, n
\]

By comparing these values applying equation 1, where \( T_{CNC}^{ref} \) and \( T_{CM}^{ref} \) are homogeneous transformation matrix to transform to the same reference coordinate system, an estimation vector of the deviation error is obtained. These values are then stored to compute the maximum deviation value for each parametrized tool path segment. When the tool path is completed these values are recorded in a “bounded curve structure” (a list of maximum deviation values) with the same parametrization, in terms of start and end points, as the executed tool path.

Functions have been also tested (Figure 14) with current technology implementations. A G & M code post-processor (A27 module for the Siemens Sinumerik 840d) translates AP-238 code into specific CNC controller code (Figure 15). Using specific CNC resources, G & M codes, custom macro B programming capabilities (specific machine programming codes that extends the standard G-code to enhance part programming) or other CNC OEM programming capabilities like synchronous motion actions, the post-processor implements some of the proposed traceability nc_functions.

In this case the collected data is logged in ASCII files by including enough information (AP-238 entity identities) to link them to the corresponding AP-238 workingsteps or tool paths.

As shown in Figure 15, the time function has been implemented by using 840D write functions to log internal time variables that include information about the AP-238 identities of the associated workingsteps.

For the maximum position deviation tool path function, the tested implementation is based on siemens “synchronous motion actions”. Using these custom capabilities, an action is conditionally performed at the end of each interpolation cycle depending on an evaluated condition. For the position deviation function, the condition is the comparison between the previously computed maximum deviation and the actual cycle position set
point deviation. As a result at the end of each G motion code, the maximum deviation values and position are recorded and can be written to a log file.

4.3. Using the Collected Data: closed loop data management

Finally, with the collected data several tasks, including feedback for close loop decision analysis or audit, can be done. The implicit linkage between collected data and shared STEP CAD-CAM-CAPP-CNC product data simplifies these tasks. The instantiated STEP “result data” shown below, uses a bounded curve compatible structure with a reference to the measured tool path. This enables a linkage with higher AP-238 entities, like operations, workingsteps and features, and their interpretation at any CAD/CAM level sharing this STEP information.

Figure 16 shows how these data can be graphically browsed over AP-238 tool path representations in the demonstration application. Maximum deviation values for each executed tool path segment, obtained from measures done at the selected control points (simulation results list in Figure 15), can be graphically browsed over the tool paths (numeric values in the graphic view).

5. Conclusions and Future work

This paper has shown how a feature-based traceability approach can be efficiently integrated with other STEP based CAD/CAM/CNC processes. With the proposed approach CNC controllers can interpret STEP-NC traceability commands, execute the required traceability and feedback the manufacturing data for the features associated with the monitored processes.

The traceability and data monitoring nc_functions presented here (Figure 7 and Table 1) are being considered by the ISO TC184/SC4 STEP-Manufacturing committee for inclusion in the second edition of STEP AP-238. The Group I, II, and III functions
presented in the paper have been tested in the implemented AP-238 simulation. Group I functions were also tested in current technology implementations by mapping requirements into M & G code functions for specific controllers. Simplified versions of Group II and III were also tested on current controllers.

Future work will expand the functions and go deeper into data structures definitions. For instance, there is an issue if there is no explicit tool path (e.g. if data is Conformance Classes 3 or 4: CC3 or CC4 of AP-238). In that case, the controller will decide its own tools path based on the feature information in the AP-238 file. Future work for this situation will define the standard extensions for tracing of semantic operations (e.g. mill a pocket).

Another area for future work is defining or using better data structures for easier closed loop programming, e.g. a Group I function that gets the current point as a STEP point instead of three functions to get x, y and z. This requirement is not unique to traceability however because better data structures will make closed loop programming more efficient for integrated machining and measurement applications as well.

To improve storage efficiency a way is needed to divide the data so that the results do not have to go into the same file as the AP-238 input. Again this requirement is not unique to traceability.

Finally, new traceability functions should be considered for future extensions. For example, functions to collect data about asynchronous or random events coming from the CNC (alarms, warning, operation mode changes and so on).
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function group</th>
<th>Function name</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>get_time</td>
<td>It gets the present time in the controller.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>get_operator_id</td>
<td>It gets the identification of the machine operator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>get_machine_id</td>
<td>It gets the identification (unique identification: serial number) of the machine being used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>get_tool_id</td>
<td>It gets the identification (unique identification or lot identification) of the cutting tool in use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>get_coolant_id</td>
<td>Gets the identification of the coolant in use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>get_raw_material_id</td>
<td>It gets the identification number (or the lot number) of the raw workpiece.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>get_x_location_data</td>
<td>It gets the actual value of the x axis. (the same for y, z, i, j, k, axis)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>get_sensor_data</td>
<td>It gets the actual value of a sensor. It is a parametric function: the specific sensor is identified by the sensor_id attribute value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II/III</td>
<td>start_measuring_maximum_deviation_position_along_toolpath</td>
<td>It starts the measurement of the maximum deviation of the tool position along the tool path. For each tool path segment, the function measures the maximum deviation of the actual position of the tool from the calculated one. A unique deviation value, the maximum, is saved for each segment. (the same for: axis: tool axis federate: tool feed rate spindle_speed: tool spindle speed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>stop_measuring_maximum_deviation_position_along_toolpath</td>
<td>It stops the process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>start_monitoring_sensor_data_along_toolpath</td>
<td>Parametric function. It starts the monitoring of a sensor value identified by the &quot;sensor_id&quot; attribute value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>stop_monitoring_sensor_data_along_toolpath</td>
<td>It stops the monitoring of the sensor identified by the &quot;sensor_id&quot; attribute value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III (special)</td>
<td>set_alarm</td>
<td>Specifies an alarm number to be communicated to the controller.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Traceability nc_functions.
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